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The profile before the digital era
#art
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Green spirit
#permaculture

It is an avatar of ink and paper that was in vogue in
the European courts, and which will pass the name
of Jean-Baptiste Silhouette to posterity. Marie-Rose
Frigière has decided to update this elegant art form.

Everyone carries within them a country spirit,
but sometimes it is buried very, very deep. In
Marseille, as in many big cities, the reconquest by
green spaces has begun. Whilst failing to make
us urban country bumpkins, operations like the
Talus have the merit of reconnecting us to the
living world thanks to micro-market gardening.

Sharon Tulloch

Born in London to a Jamaican mother and a
Beninese father, Sharon Tulloch combines art
school with graphic design. She met another
young visual arts lover, who became the father
of her children, in Marseille when the couple
arrived in 1987. As the adage goes; ”cats do
not make dogs”, and this is verified with their
children Idrissa and Zita who are respectively
model and director, and comedienne and
actress. "My children are my roots" says the
one who projects herself into the future by
dealing with a complicated past. Sharon grew
up in a white environment and bears the name
of Scottish slavery; she rediscovered her past
by reconnecting with a sister whom she knew
nothing about. Her illustrations are in large
format, delicately painted by hand, which
question the notions of origins, belonging, and
feelings. Always organic forms - plants and
sexes, printed as art or wallpaper, helping her
to emancipate and flourish. "Now I want my
creation to be seen and live on people's wall “,
so do we!

L’ABUS D’ALCOOL EST DANGEREUX POUR LA SANTÉ, À CONSOMMER AVEC MODÉRATION.

SPRING
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GOOD SPOTS
NICE WALKS
FUN OUTINGS

FREE - N°34

julie.tartois@nicecotedazur.org

LUNCHTIME !

@OYA (Open your art)

WWW.LOVE-SPOTS.COM
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A new pastis in Marseille
#gastronomy

04
A Sunday at Aygalades
#getaway

Aniseed and liquorice subtlety awakened by
fennel, and verbena and yerba mate - these are
the recipes offered by the Pastis de la Plaine.
With fresh water or liquor, let the good taste of
Provence flow down your throat.

A market with local producers, a stroll in the garden
of the Aygalades waterfall, and a conferences on
the banks of a stream in the northern districts of
Marseille. The city as you never imagined it.

@ Distillerie-de-la-Plaine

lacitedesartsdelarue.net
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Architecture jewelery
#jewelry

05
Archive of the revolution
#exhibition

It was by wanting to bring back a souvenir of
the wonderful Mucem fishnet that A Day In was
born - a collection of contemporary and designer
jewellery which is made in Provence. The Roman
finds from the Museum of Ancient Arles has
inspired the creations..

From the tragic death of a young street vendor
who became a mobilising myth, to the fall of a
dictator, the “Instant Tunisien” exhibition (March 20
to Sept. 30 at Fort Saint Jean) traces the 29 days
which changed the history of this small country and
initiated the Arab Spring.

-

adayin.fr
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ÉDITO / Éric Foucher

Gourmet !

insta love "Holy Canaille "
by Fouchman

05

#capcanaille #cassis #sunset

-

Share your best photos of
Marseille on you instagram using
the #lovespotsmarseille tag

mucem.org

Exposition
24 avril—2 septembre 2019
Jean Dubuffet, un barbare en Europe
Exhibition
April
24 – September
2. 2019
2019
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Le cocktail frais de l ’ été

CITY GUIDE

letalus.com

Read the article on www.love-spots.com

5 cl de Lillet Blanc
10 cl de tonic
1 bain de glaçons
1 tranche de concombre
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THE CITY’S BEST ADRESSES

Dubuffet
Dubuffet
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There was a time when associating
gastronomy with Marseille was almost a joke.
It was the city of sacrosanct bouillabaisse,
pizza trucks, and kebab snacks. There were
some good tables here and there, but not
enough to be taken seriously. The visitor
would takeaway from the city just the singing
accent of the taxi drivers, the turquoise
waters of the Calanques, and the trash on
the streets. As often, salvation came from
elsewhere; young cooks returning to their
homeland with a lot of recipes in their minds.
French chefs or foreigners coming to settle
here and making us understand that we are
sitting on a gold mine. They began to revisit
the classics - panisses, aïoli, bourride, pieds
paquets, and daube - and added to the
menu fresh fish, octopus and sardines, and
celebrated veggies with the return of a quality
local market gardening. In just ten years the
gourmet map has completely changed. Now it
is filled with stars - from the recognised tables
to the neighbourhood bistrots. At our level, we
are proud to have witnessed this movement,
and continue to bring it to you year after
year. In the shadows are the hidden men and
women, discreet and talented, that we often
leave only after announcing that ”we feasted!
" (or "on s'est régalé" in French).

+ INFOS
+ PHOTOS
+ VIDÉOS

Domaine de Fontenille • Route de Roquefraîche, 84360 Lauris
+33 (0)4 13 98 00 00 • info@domainedefontenille.com
www.domainedefontenille.com

Vos vacances de rêve au Costa Rica
www.villariviera-costarica.com
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Image : Jean Dubuffet, Lion dans la jungle, 20 mai 1944, encre de Chine
et grattages sur papier, 25 × 20 cm. Collection privée, Europe © Vincent Everarts
© Adagp, Paris 2019 Sérigraphie : Lézard Graphique

www.love-spots.com
-

Love Spots is a trademark by Love Etc. Publishing Cie
72 rue Consolat 13001 Marseille
Office 19 a rue Armeny 13006 Marseille
Texts & photos Nathalie Boscq, Alexis Steinman, Aurélie
Thépaut, Eric Foucher Translation Tom Kendall A.D
Franck Valayer

6 rue Sainte, Marseille
17 rue Fabrot, 13100 Aix en Provence
1 rue François 1er, 06000 Nice

Contact 04 91 37 41 12 - marseille@love-spots.com
Cover : Juliette & Charlotte Castay, installation for Design
Parade, Toulon 2018 © E.Foucher Toulon 2018 © E.Foucher
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Tabi

Japanese Gourmet Restaurant

LES DOCKS

C

Tabi means "the journey" in Japanese. Chef Ippei Uemura
invites his guests to follow him in his culinary journeys and
transports them to a universe where Mediterranean products
and Asian flavours blend.

PALAIS LONGCHAMP
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165 Corniche Kennedy 7è / 04 91 22 09 33 / FB : Restaurant Tabi

4

Tuesday > Saturday for lunch and dinner / Bus 83
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Les Bords de Mer

Coffee shop

Hôtel **** & restaurant

Located in a changing neighbourhood, this new café is a place
for exchange and sharing. Lunch time, throughout the day, for
busy workers or a team of brainstormers.

Like a pristine white ocean liner overlooking the blue waters, this
hotel offers a brief gourmet stop at its bow and accommodation
with perfect view on every deck. Board Les Bords de Mer for a
motionless journey that will transport you far and wide.

7 Place de Rome / 04 91 56 04 26 / FB : Bernie

Monday > Friday 8 to 18:00 / W.E 10-18.00 / T3 Place de Rome
CITÉ RADIEUSE

CATHÉDRALE
DE LA MAJOR

5

52 Corniche Kennedy 7è / 04 13 94 34 00 / FB : Les Bords de Mer

Tuesday > Sunday (Lunch & dinner) / Bus 83 Catalans
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Cornbread
Soul food

MUCEM

From fantastic fried chicken and waffles to gooey mac n’
cheese, this convivial spot serves up the best soul food on this
side of the Atlantic.

G
HÔTEL DE VILLE
LA PLAINE
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VIEUX-PORT
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Tues > Sat lunch & dinner (friday only dinner) / M2 Notre Dame du Mont

COURS JULIEN

2

OPÉRA

COURS E.D'ORVES
LE PHARO

32 Rue des trois Mages 6è / 04 65 57 12 56 / FB : Cornbread Marseille
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Bento restaurant

Centre Photographique Marseille

Here is a new Marseillais restaurant where one can enjoy a
delicious meal. In the kitchen, the young and talented Fabien
Torrente produces fine and fair Mediterranean cuisine. In
summary, bistronomy at its best.

Between the FRAC and the Vieille Charité, le Centre Photographique Marseille is a new artistic space that is gently bringing
to life the ever-evolving neighbourhood of La Joliette.

Photo gallery

74 Rue de la Joliette 2è / 04 91 90 46 76 / www.centrephotomarseille

Wed > Sat 14 to 19.00 / M2 joliette /T2 République-Dames

34 Rue du Docteur Fiolle 6è / 09 50 13 58 28 / FB : BUBO

Mon > Tues for lunch / Wed > Sat for lunch & diner / M1-2/ T3 Castellane
Find more information
about Love Spots
by scanning
this QR Code
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Edward

Furniture and decoration

12

Behind the Edward signboard hides a 50-year-old family
saga. From a small varnish workshop to a XXL boutiqueshowroom; the latest generation has seen the big picture
for furniture, accessories and designer lighting.

A
2

80 Avenue du Prado 6è / 04 26 78 28 19 / FB : Edward

3

Monday to Saturday from 10:00 to 19:00 / M2 Perrier

11
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E
NOTRE DAME
DE LA GARDE
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Wines & spirits

•

Wine tasting

Le 44

Steedy Shop

7

•

Shipping

C

Rental, sales, & bikes repairs

French cuisine

Steedy Shop pursues the goal of finding the ideal frame for
every rider. A good expresso is waiting for you when you leave
your biker in the hands of the mechanic. Go ride your steed!

After a discreet patio, discover a new haunt for gourmets with
plates inspired by the market. Le 44 is a number to be passed
between insiders who dine smart.

17 Rue du Docteur Fiolle 6è / 04 84 89 05 05 / FB : Steedy Shop

44 Rue Sainte 1er / 04 91 73 22 84 / Fb: restaurantle44

Tuesday > Sunday from 10 to 19:30 / M1-2/T3 Castellane

METRO TRAMWAY CASTELLANE

Tuesday > Saturday for lunch & dinner / M1 Vieux-Port

Brewpub* Craft beerS Pub

Wednesday > Saturday from 5 to 11.30 pm
09 53 87 03 79
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Victor Art Store
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Concept store & Café
A

B

C

D

E

F

This new concept store - a hybrid place with a cafe, an art gallery,
and a boutique - is helping to transform the Rue de la République
and is attracting an increasingly trendy clientele.

G

English spoken
D
R E S TA U R A N T

nhow

Ice Cream bar
80 boulevard Vauban

MARSEILLE

E

LES

Monday > Friday from 9 am to 5 pm

BAINS

04 91 16 19 21
Follow us !
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Le Trois Quarts
Café - Bistrot

Canteen & Cooee

13007 MARSEILLE

Monday > Friday 9 to 19:00 / Sat and Sun 11 to 16:00 / T3 Sadi Carnot

The good taste of homemade

Café
Emkipop
200 CORNICHE KENNEDY

39 Rue de la République 2è / 07 82 92 49 00 / FB : Victor art store

F

28 Bd P. Peytral
Marseille
(Préfecture)

With its bistronomy cooking and convivial bar, this new
address along Boulevard Chave’s bistro crawl is open all day
everyday for maximum enjoyment.
139 Boulevard Chave 5è / 04 91 92 96 16 / FB : Le Trois Quarts /

Open 7 days a week. 8 > 00.30 (02.00 on week-end) / T1 Camas
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Aussih

Concept store & restaurant
In the heart of the 7th arrondissement, this bright family store
offers a new mix of genres in Marseille - a store where everything
is for sale. From the lighting above your head to the chair on
which you have your lunch - you can purchase it all. The store
also has a canteen and tea room for when a real break is needed.
9 Rue Châteaubriand 7è /04 91 31 29 47 / aussih.com

Tues > Sat from 10.00 to 19.00 / Sun 11 to 17.00 Bus 4 septembre

